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Background: Diffuse parenchymal liver diseases are contributing substantially to global morbidity and 
represent major causes of deaths worldwide. The aim of our study is to assess whether established hepatic 
fat and iron quantitation and relaxometry-based quantification of hepatocyte-specific contrast material as 
surrogate for liver function estimation allows to evaluate liver fibrosis.
Methods: Retrospective consecutive study. Seventy-two healthy patients (mean age: 53 years) without 
known liver disease, 21 patients with temporary elevated liver enzymes (mean: 65 years) and 109 patients  
with biopsy proven liver fibrosis or cirrhosis (mean: 61 years), who underwent liver magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) with a hepatocyte-specific contrast agent [gadoxetate disodium, gadolinium ethoxybenzyl-
diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-EOB-DTPA), 0.25 mmol/mL Primovist, Bayer AG, Leverkusen, 
Germany] at 1.5 T (n=133) and at 3 T (n=69), were included. Fibrosis was classified using the 
histopathological meta-analysis of histological data in viral hepatitis (METAVIR) and the clinical Child-Pugh 
scores. Gd-concentration were quantified using T1 map-based calculations. Gd-concentration mapping was 
performed by using a Look-Locker approach prior to and 912±159 s after intravenous administration of 
hepatocyte specific contrast agent. Additionally, parenchymal fat fraction, R2*, bilirubin, gender and age were 
defined as predicting factors. Diagnostic accuracy was calculated in a monoparametric (linear regression, 
predictor: Gd-concentration) and multiparametric model (predictors: age, bilirubin level, iron overload, liver 
fat fraction, Gd concentration in the left and right liver lobe).
Results: Mean Gd-concentration in the liver parenchyma was significantly higher for healthy patients ([Gd] 
=0.51 µmol/L) than for those with liver fibrosis or cirrhosis ([Gd] =0.31 µmol/L; P<0.0001) and with acute 
liver disease ([Gd] =0.28 µmol/L), though there were no significant differences for the latter two groups. 
There was a significant moderate negative correlation for the mean Gd-concentration and the METAVIR 
score (ρ=−0.44, P<0.0001) as well as for the Child-Pugh stage (ρ=−0.35, P<0.0001). There was a significant 
strong correlation between the bilirubin concentration and the Gd-concentration (ρ=−0.61, P<0.0001). The 
diagnostic accuracy for the discrimination of healthy patients and patients with known fibrosis or cirrhosis 
was 0.74 (0.71/0.60 sensitivity/specificity) in a monoparametric and 0.76 (0.85/0.61 sensitivity/specificity) in 
a machine learning based multiparametric model.
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Introduction

Diffuse parenchymal liver diseases are contributing 
substantially to global morbidity and represent major 
causes of deaths worldwide (1). Subsumed disease entities 
include non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) 
with a current prevalence of about 20–30% in western 
countries (2), alcoholic fatty liver disease (3) as well as viral 
hepatitis (4). Each of these liver disease entities may cause 
chronic parenchymal inflammation with resulting fibrotic 
remodeling, portal hypertension, cirrhosis, and ultimately 
higher likelihoods to progress into hepatocellular carcinoma 
(HCC) (5). Fortunately, studies demonstrated that early 
stages of parenchymal remodeling and fibrosis may be 
reversible (6). Thus, early detection of liver disease seems 
to be of utmost importance to prevent disease progression 
with irreversible parenchymal damage and potentially 
development of malignancy.

Despite its inherent invasiveness, sampling heterogeneity 
and resultant sampling errors, liver biopsy still represents 
the reference standard for diagnosis and staging of hepatic 
remodeling and fibrosis as early hallmark of chronic liver 
disease (7). Current non-invasive quantitative imaging 
methods to assess liver fibrosis include ultrasound or 
magnetic resonance (MR) elastography as well as MR 
relaxometry. While for ultrasound-based assessments the 
diagnostic accuracy is highly operator-dependent (8,9), MR 
elastography (10) and non-contrast MR T1 relaxometry (11)  
imaging, on the other hand, showed promising results 
in detecting and characterizing early liver fibrosis. One 
advantage of T1 mapping over elastography in this regard 
is a shorter preparation time for the patient and that 
additional equipment is not necessary.

In addition to the histological stage [according to 
meta-analysis of histological data in viral hepatitis  
(METAVIR)] (12), the functional status of the liver is 
clinically relevant. Scores that address this are, for example, 

Child-Pugh or model of end-stage liver disease (MELD) 
(13,14). Methods such as elastography or T1 mapping 
are able to detect even early histologic stages of fibrotic 
remodeling. However, changes of the liver function cannot 
be evaluated on non-contrast MR imaging (MRI). Liver 
function is mostly assessed through determination of blood 
laboratory values such as total bilirubin, albumin, creatinine 
and platelet concentrations (15-19). The pharmacokinetics 
of hepatobiliary contrast agents through utilization of 
membrane transporters are depending on overall hepatic 
function. Hepatocyte-specific MR contrast agents may 
therefore allow for both global and segmental liver function 
estimation (15-17). Therefore, hepatic MRI is a valuable 
tool for quantitative evaluation and monitoring of advanced 
liver diseases, showing good results in cirrhotic screening. 
Moreover, it enables the quantitative determination of 
fibrosis, iron overload and steatosis.

The purpose of this study was to combine established 
quant i ta t ive  MR non-contrast  methodologies  of 
relaxometry, specifically hepatic fat and iron quantitation 
with evaluation of intrahepatic distribution and relaxometry-
based quantification of hepatocyte-specific contrast material 
as surrogate for liver function estimation, in order to 
improve detection of chronic liver diseases using machine 
learning differentiation algorithms. We present this article 
in accordance with the STARD reporting checklist (available 
at https://qims.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/
qims-22-884/rc).

Methods

This retrospective study was approved by the Ethics Committee 
of Northwest and Central Switzerland (No. BASEC 2020-
00943) and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki 
(as revised in 2013). The requirement for written informed 
consent was waived due to the retrospective nature of the study.

Conclusions: T1 mapping-based quantification of hepatic Gd-EOB-DTPA concentrations performed in 
a multiparametric model shows promising diagnostic accuracy for the detection of fibrotic changes. Liver 
biopsy might be replaced by imaging examinations.
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Study population

The local radiology information system (RIS) was 
retrospectively and consecutively queried for abdominal 
MRI examinations performed between 07/2018–12/2019 
for the following indications: (I) patients with newly 
diagnosed liver lesions of unknown origin, or (II) patients 
with abnormally elevated hepatic or biliary parameters 
without preexistent diffuse liver disease or (III) patients 
with known liver fibrosis or cirrhosis undergoing screening 
for HCC as well as a recent liver parenchyma biopsy within 
one month of the imaging window. Exclusion criteria were: 
(I) non-contrast imaging protocols or protocols without 
hepatocyte-specific contrast agents, (II) known systemic 
diseases with involvement of the liver, e.g. autoimmune 
hepatitis, (III) known metastatic liver disease, (IV) patients 
undergoing chemotherapy or immune modulating 
therapy, (V) patients with mechanical obstruction of the 
hepatobiliary tree as well as (VI) patients with laboratory 
results of elevated transaminases and bilirubin levels older 
than one month within the imaging window (Figure 1).

The final study sample consisted of 202 patients in 
three disease groups: 72 patients (mean age: 53±16 years, 
32 men) without known proven liver disease, 21 patients 
(mean age: 65±15 years, 14 men) with incidentally detected 
elevated liver enzymes [aspartate aminotransferase (ASAT) 

>34 U/L or alanine aminotransferase (ALAT) >41 U/L or 
gamma-glutamyltransferase (GGT) >40 U/L or bilirubin  
>24 µmol/L] (acute liver disease group) and 109 patients 
(mean age: 61±11 years, 80 men) with biopsy proven liver 
fibrosis/cirrhosis (chronic liver disease group); severity 
of fibrosis was classified by using the histopathologic 
METAVIR score. The functional classification was graded 
through calculation of the Child-Pugh score based on 
clinical information from the electronic patient record.

MR parameters, acquisition and data assessment

All liver MR examinations were performed on one of two 
scanners systems: 133 liver imaging studies were acquired at 
1.5 T (MAGNETOM Avanto FIT, Siemens Healthineers, 
Erlangen, Germany) and 69 studies at 3 T (MAGNETOM 
Skyra, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). Imaging 
protocols included the same sequences and were adapted for 
the different field strengths. Body phased-array coils of up 
to 48 channels were used for the examinations.

Prior to intravenous contrast administration, T1 maps 
were generated by using a single breath-hold axial Look-
Locker approach [echo time (TE) =1.32 ms, repetition 
time (TR) =3 ms, acquisition time (TA) =0.7 s, 3 slices: slice 
thickness (ST) =8.5 mm, in plane resolution =1.15 mm 
× 1.15 mm, flip angle =8°, field of view 373×459 mm2]. 
Subsequently, parenchymal fat fraction and R2* values to 
detect hepatic iron overload were determined by using 
an axial whole-organ six-point gradient-echo Dixon T1 
sequence (TE =1.26 ms, TR =9.26 ms, TA =17.4 s, 72 slices: 
ST =3 mm, in plane resolution =1.48 mm × 1.48 mm, flip 
angle =4°, field of view 308×380 mm2) (14). A fat-saturated 
T2-weighted sequence (TE =95 ms at 1.5 T, TE =152 ms 
at 3 T, TR =3,480 ms, TR =3,010 ms at 3 T, TA =88 s at 
3 T, TA =134 s at 1.5 T; 35 slices: ST =5 mm, in plane 
resolution 1.4 mm × 1.4 mm, flip angle =160°, field of view  
378×378 mm2) allowed assessment for presence or absence 
of ascites.

For intravenous contrast administration, a weight-
adjusted bolus of  hepatocyte-specif ic  gadolinium 
ethoxybenzyl-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-
EOB-DTPA, 0.25 mmol/mL Primovist, Bayer AG, 
Leverkusen, Germany) was injected into the right 
antecubital vein. Patients weighing less than 50 kg received 
7.5 mL of undiluted contrast media, patients weighing 50 
to 100 kg received 10 mL of contrast media, and a fixed 
dose of 15 mL was administered if patient weight was above 
100 kg. Analogously, whole-organ T1 maps were generated 

Patients with routine abdominal MRI from 07/2018 to 12/2019 
(n=2,236)

Exclusion criteria:
•  Non-contrast/protocols without hepatocyte-specific 

contrast agent (n=1,314)
•  Known systemic diseases with involvement of the liver 

(n=74)
•  Known metastatic disease (n=206)
•  Known chemotherapy/immune modulating therapy 

(n=145)
•  Mechanical obstruction of the hepatobiliary tree (n=75)
•  Elevated transaminases and bilirubin levels older than 

one month within the imaging window (n=220)

Final study population (n=202)
•  Without known liver disease (n=72)
•  With acute elevation of liver or biliary parameters without known 

chronic liver disease (n=21)
•  With known fibrosis or cirrhosis (n=109)

Figure 1 Flowchart with the inclusion and exclusion criteria. MRI, 
magnetic resonance imaging.
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by using the same single breath-hold axial Look-Locker 
approach (TE =1.32 ms, TR =3 ms, 3 slices: ST =8.5 mm, 
in plane resolution =1.15 mm × 1.15 mm, flip angle =8°, 
field of view 373×459 mm2). Fifteen minutes post contrast 
administration.

Liver volume was evaluated via manual segmentation. 
Liver volume was calculated based on this segmentation. 
Data assessment was performed on a volume-of-interest 
(VOI) based segmentation of left and the right liver lobes, 
encompassing the entire lobar volume with exclusion of 
visible hepatic veins or arteries on unenhanced and delayed 
phase T1 maps, as well as fat fraction and R2* maps. 
Gd-concentrations in µmol/L were quantitated based 
on the calculated T1 maps and the relaxivity r1 at 1.5 T  
(6.9 L/µmol*s) and 3 T (6.2 L/µmol*s) (Figure 2) (18):
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Fat fraction (in %) and R2* as a measure for hepatic iron 
overload (1/ms) were analogously extracted based on lobar 
segmentation VOIs. The same segmentations were used as 
for the T1 maps. Presence or absence of ascites was noted 
as dichotomous parameter. Fat fraction, R2* and T1 values 
were generated by using a commercial software (Siemens 
LiverLab) (19,20).

Statistical analyses

Statistical evaluation of the ability of hepatic function based 
on post-contrast relaxometry alone to predict presence 

Figure 2 Axial fat saturated (fs) T2-weighted image in patient without histopathologically-confirmed liver disease and a patient with F4 
fibrosis showing an inhomogeneous liver surface with focal fibrosis and higher T1 values in the corresponding overlay of T1 maps before 
(T1pre) and after (T1post) administration of hepatocyte specific gadolinium.
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and type of diffuse parenchymal disease used Wilcoxon 
signed-rank tests (α=0.05) for hypothesis testing and 
Spearman’s rho coefficient tests for correlation analyses 
with hepatobiliary phase hepatic gadolinium concentration 
(in µmol/L) as dependent variable and successively bilirubin 
levels (in µmol/L), METAVIR (chronic disease group 
only) and Child-Pugh scores (chronic disease group only) 
as independent variables following evaluation for normal 
distribution using Shapiro-Wilk-tests. Diagnostic accuracy 
was quantified through receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC)-curve analyses (21).

For statistical evaluation whether a multiparametric 
approach allows prediction of presence and type of 
diffuse parenchymal disease, a machine learning solution 
for data classification with multiparametric predictors 
was implemented in Matlab (R2019a, The MathWorks, 
Natick, United States). Data classification was performed 
with bootstrap aggregation to differentiate three classes: 
patients without known liver disease, patients with acute 
liver disease and patients with fibrosis or cirrhosis (22). A 
random undersampling boost tree ensemble classifier was 
used for differentiation of patients without known liver 
disease and those with METAVIR F1 fibrosis (23). Five-
fold cross-validation was used for all models as a measure 
to evaluate the classification performance in small data 
sets. Field strength independent predicting factors used 
for the multiparametric approach were (I) patient age (in 
years); (II) hepatic fat fraction (in %); (III) presence of 
liver iron overload (R2* >39/ms at 1.5 T, R2* >69 ms at  
3 T) (24); (IV) hepatobiliary phase parenchymal gadolinium 
concentrations in the left and the right liver lobe (in µmol/L) 

and (V) absence/presence of ascites. Analogously, diagnostic 
accuracy was quantified through ROC-curve analyses.

Statistical analyses were performed using commercially 
available software solutions (JMP v14, SAS Institute, North 
Carolina, United States); a P value of less than 0.05 was 
considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Disease spectrum in study population

Patients without liver disease were younger than patients 
with acute (P=0.007) or chronic (P=0.002) liver disease  
(Table 1).

There were no differences for R2* between all three 
disease groups (P>0.05) (Table 1).

In contrast, the hepatic fat fraction of patients with 
mild liver fibrosis (METAVIR F1) was significantly 
higher compared to patients higher grades of liver fibrosis 
(METAVIR F2–F4) (Table 2).

Hepatic function based on post-contrast relaxometry alone 
predicting presence and type of diffuse parenchymal disease

Hepatobiliary phase gadolinium concentration was used as 
surrogate for hepatic function; mean delay of hepatobiliary 
phase MRI was 912±159 s.

Mean hepatobiliary phase hepatic parenchymal gadolinium 
concentration was significantly higher in patients without 
known liver disease (mean: 0.52±0.19 µmol/L) compared to 
patients with acute liver disease (mean: 0.28±0.16 µmol/L) or 

 Table 1 Baseline clinical characteristics for the enrolled patients: gender, age, hepatobiliary phase hepatic gadolinium concentration, fat fraction, 
relaxation times, and plasma bilirubin concentration in three liver disease groups

Characteristics
Disease group

No Acute Chronic

Gender (male/female) 32/40 14/7 80/29

Age (years), mean ± SD 53±16&,&& 65±15& 61±11&&

[Gd] (µmol/L), mean ± SD 0.52±0.19+,++ 0.28±0.16+ 0.31±0.12++

Fat fraction (%), mean ± SD 7.1±5.3 6.8±6.7 7.9±6.0

Relaxation times R2* (ms−1), mean ± SD 1.5 T (n=44): 37±13 1.5 T (n=12): 35±16 1.5 T (n=70): 37±14

3 T (n=28): 56±34 3 T (n=9): 43±23 3 T (n=39): 51±26

[Bilirubin] (µmol/L), mean ± SD 7.8±3.6#,## 29.0±23.0# 20.3±26.5##

Pairwise significant differences are marked with: &, P=0.007 (no vs. acute); &&, P=0.002 (no vs. chronic); +, P<0.001 (no vs. acute); ++, 
P<0.001 (no vs. chronic); #, P<0.001 (no vs. acute); ##, P<0.001 (no vs. chronic). SD, standard deviation; [Gd], gadolinium concentration.
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liver fibrosis/cirrhosis (mean: 0.31±0.12 µmol/L; P<0.001), 
while no significant difference in gadolinium concentration 
was seen between patients with acute liver disease and with 
fibrosis/cirrhosis (P=0.29) (Table 1, Figure 3). Specifically, 
mean hepatobiliary phase gadolinium concentration was 
higher in patients without known liver disease (mean: 
0.52±0.19 µmol/L) than in subjects with METAVIR F2 
(mean: 0.33±0.12 µmol/L, P=0.016), MEATVIR F3 (mean: 
0.30±0.15 µmol/L, P=0.003) and METAVIR F4 liver fibrosis 
(mean: 0.28±0.10 µmol/L, P<0.001) (Table 2, Figure 3). 
Resultant moderate negative correlations between mean 
hepatobiliary phase parenchymal gadolinium concentration 
and the METAVIR stage of liver fibrosis (r=−0.44, P<0.001) 
were observed.

The highest diagnostic accuracy to differentiate patients 

without known liver disease from patients with liver 
fibrosis/cirrhosis was reached using a hepatobiliary phase 
hepatic gadolinium parenchymal concentration threshold of 
0.42 µmol/L with an area under the curve (AUC)Linear regression 
of 0.73 (accuracy =0.74, sensitivity =0.74, specificity =0.63) 
in a monoparametric model.

Moderate negative correlations between mean hepatobiliary 
phase parenchymal gadolinium concentrations and the 
Child-Pugh stage of liver cirrhosis (r=−0.35, P<0.001) were 
observed; strong negative correlation between hepatobiliary 
phase hepatic parenchymal gadolinium concentrations and 
serum bilirubin levels were seen overall (r=−0.61, P<0.001), as 
well as within each subgroup (no proven liver disease: r=−0.38, 
P=0.009; acute liver disease: r=−0.51, P=0.02; fibrosis/
cirrhosis: r=−0.38, P=0.002) (Figure 4). An overview of the 

Figure 3 Mean hepatobiliary phase Gd concentration in the liver in subjects without histopathologically-proven liver disease and patients 
with acute liver disease and known fibrosis (left) and depending on the METAVIR score (right). Gd, gadolinium; METAVIR, meta-analysis 
of histological data in viral hepatitis.

Table 2 Overview of patients with liver fibrosis/cirrhosis broken down by METAVIR: hepatobiliary phase hepatic gadolinium concentration, fat 
fraction, relaxation times, and plasma bilirubin concentration depending on fibrosis METAVIR score

Characteristics
METAVIR

F1 F2 F3 F4

Gender (male/female) 10/5 8/8 22/5 37/14

Age (years), mean ± SD 63±5 63±15 57±13 62±10

[Gd] (µmol/L), mean ± SD 0.39±0.14 0.33±0.12 0.30±0.15 0.28±0.10

Fat fraction (%), mean ± SD 11.4±6.0& 7.6±6.4& 6.6±5.3& 7.6±4.9&

Relaxation times R2* (ms−1), 
mean ± SD

1.5 T (n=9): 39±7 1.5 T (n=10): 44±14 1.5 T (n=18): 36±5 1.5 T (n=33): 35±17

3 T (n=6): 47±10 3 T (n=6): 39±13 3 T (n=9): 40±9 3 T (n=18): 57±31

[Bilirubin] (µmol/L), mean ± SD 11.0±3.1 17.2±14.0 18.7±11.0 19.7±15.2

Fat fraction was significant higher for patients with METAVIR F1 compared to F2–F4 (&, P<0.001). SD, standard deviation; [Gd], gadolinium 
concentration; METAVIR, meta-analysis of histological data in viral hepatitis.
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values in the individual Child-Pugh stages is provided in 
Table 3.

Multiparametric approach predicting presence and type of 
diffuse parenchymal disease

Predictors incorporated into the multiparametric approach 
were hepatic fat fraction, patient age, presence of hepatic 
iron overload, parenchymal hepatobiliary phase hepatic 
gadolinium concentrations in left and right hepatic lobes as 
well as the occurrence of ascites.

Utilization of the multiparametric approach to differentiate 
patients without known liver disease from patients with 
known fibrosis/cirrhosis showed a better diagnostic 
performance than single-factor (hepatic function based on 
post-contrast relaxometry alone) linear regression when 
using the same hepatobiliary phase parenchymal gadolinium 
concentration threshold of 0.42 µmol/L (AUCMultiparametric 
=0.82 vs. AUCLinear regression =0.73; accuracyMultiparametric =0.76 vs. 
accuracyLinear regression =0.74, Table 4).

When targeting differentiation of all three disease 
groups (no liver disease vs. acute liver disease vs. fibrosis/
cirrhosis), an AUCMultiparametric =0.79 was reached. The 
models used failed to differentiate between the three disease 
groups by using hepatobiliary phase hepatic gadolinium 
concentrations alone.

For subgroup differentiation of patients without known 
liver disease and with mild fibrotic changes of the liver 

Figure 4 Hepatic hepatobiliary phase Gd concentration in 
correlation with the plasma total bilirubin level showing a 
high negative correlation (r=−0.61, P=0.0002). Illustration of a 
superimposed exponential function intended to represent nonlinear 
effects (blue). Of note: the majority of patients in the acute liver 
disease group as well as the chronic liver disease group had total 
bilirubin levels below the clinically used for short (vertical dotted 
line) and therefore the liver function would be characterized as 
normal; the horizontal dotted line shows the threshold determined 
in our study to differentiate best between compromised hepatic 
function and normal hepatic function using the hepatobiliary phase 
Gd concentration. Gd, gadolinium.

Table 3 Overview of patients with liver fibrosis/cirrhosis broken down by Child-Pugh: hepatobiliary phase hepatic gadolinium concentration, fat 
fraction, relaxation times, and plasma bilirubin concentration depending on cirrhosis Child-Pugh score 

Characteristics
Child-Pugh

A B C

Gender (male/female) 45/22 23/11 5/3

Age (years), mean ± SD 63±10 61±11 53±11

[Gd] (µmol/L), mean ± SD 0.34±0.12 0.25±0.12 0.24±0.12

Fat fraction (%), mean ± SD 8.3±6.3 7.0±4.8 10.0±9.3

Relaxation times R2* (1/ms), mean ± SD 1.5 T (n=47): 36±6 1.5 T (n=18): 38±20 1.5 T (n=5): 34±6

3 T (n=20): 53±24 3 T (n=16): 52±24 3 T (n=3): 40±11

[Bilirubin] (µmol/L), mean ± SD 14.8±18* 22.0±13 59.0±77*

Bilirubin concentration was significant lower in patients with Child A compared to patients with Child C (*, P<0.001). SD, standard 
deviation; [Gd], gadolinium concentration.
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parenchyma (METAVIR F1), a random undersampling 
boost tree ensemble classifier yielded a diagnostic accuracy 
of 0.74 (AUCMultiparametric =0.84), as the four METAVIR 
groups could not be differentiated using hepatobiliary 
phase hepatic gadolinium concentration alone, a further 
differentiation between patients without histologically-
proven liver disease and only F1 fibrosis was again not 
possible.

Discussion

The aim of our study was to investigate the combination of 
established quantitative MR non-contrast methodologies 
of relaxometry, specifically hepatic fat and iron quantitation 
with relaxometry-based quantification of hepatocyte-
specific contrast material as surrogate for liver function 
(24,25). A multifactorially approach was used to assess the 
ability to classify different stages of fibrotic remodeling. 
While in general non-contrast T1 mapping has been known 
to predict fibrotic changes (11,26), recent investigations 
showed the additional value of contrast enhanced T1 
mapping as a useful parameter of hepatocyte transporter 
function (27,28). In contrast to previously established 
methods, which predominantly use either native T1 
mapping or calculation of the reduction rate, an advantage 
of our method is that a parameter is calculated that can be 
used both for the diagnosis of liver fibrosis or cirrhosis and 
as a surrogate parameter for liver function (29).

Our results confirm this letter observation by showing 
significantly lower hepatobiliary phase hepatic gadolinium 
parenchymal concentration in patients with acute liver 
disease as well as patients with known liver fibrosis 
compared to patients without known liver disease. As there 
were no significant differences observed in hepatobiliary 
phase hepatic gadolinium parenchymal concentrations 
in patients with acute elevation of hepatic or biliary 
parameters and patients with known fibrosis or cirrhosis, at 
least two mechanisms individually or conjointly appear to 

be responsible: for acute hepatic disease with substantially 
elevated bilirubin levels a reduced excretion of gadolinium 
into the biliary radicals has been observed as bilirubin 
and Gd-EOB-DTPA compete for the same hepatocyte 
transporter molecules; for chronic liver disease remodeling 
and transformation of hepatocytes and associated biliary 
radicals into thickened fibrotic membranes lead to overall 
less processing capabilities in patients with hepatic fibrosis 
or cirrhosis.

Clinical scores assessing hepatic function use blood 
laboratory values such as total bilirubin with a normal cutoff 
value of >20 µmol/L. However, the majority of the patients 
with either acute or chronic liver disease in our study 
showed bilirubin levels of <20 µmol/L, and according to the 
clinical scores would characterize the hepatic function to 
be normal (30-32). Our study showed that a hepatobiliary 
phase hepatic gadolinium parenchymal concentration 
threshold of 0.42 µmol/L differentiates patients with 
temporarily pathologically altered liver enzymes from 
patients without histopathologic confirmed liver disease 
with an accuracy of 0.73.

Differentiation of patients with fibrosis/cirrhosis from 
patients with temporary elevation of liver enzymes was 
not possible either multi- or mono-parametrically. Hence, 
temporary elevation of liver enzymes may be considered a 
confounding factor for the evaluation of liver fibrosis based 
on T1 relaxometry alone.

The diagnostic performance of the multiparametric 
approach with an AUC of 0.82, a sensitivity of 0.84 and a 
specificity of 0.68 when evaluating parenchymal fibrotic 
changes in a patient group with a METAVIR score of F1–
F4 is within the results of previous studies using MRI 
elastography, which is still seen as the reference standard 
for non-invasive classification of liver fibrosis: for instance 
meta-analysis based on 697 patients by of Singh et al. in 
2015 showed a mean AUC of 0.84 for all stages of fibrosis 
(0.73 sensitivity, 0.79 specificity) (33). Recent studies 
calculating the T1 reduction rate show even better results 

Table 4 Diagnostic performance of multi-parametric models

Disease groups Accuracy AUC Sensitivity Specificity

No vs. acute vs. chronic 0.65 0.79 0.77 0.69

No vs. chronic 0.76 0.82 0.86 0.61

No vs. F1 0.74 0.84 0.75 0.70

Predicting factors used for the multiparametric approach were: (I) patient age; (II) hepatic fat fraction; (III) presence of liver iron overload 
quantification; (IV) hepatobiliary phase parenchymal gadolinium [concentration] and (V) presence of ascites. AUC, area under the curve.
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in some cases: for example, Li et al. showed that it was 
possible to differentiate between patients with and without 
liver cirrhosis and between different Child-Pugh stages with 
an AUC >0.95 (34). However, the patients without liver 
cirrhosis also suffered from chronic liver disease. Diagnostic 
performance is similar compared with other more recent 
studies that calculated T1 reduction rates: For example, 
Obmann et al. achieved an AUC of 0.83 for distinguishing 
patients with and without cirrhosis (29). In contrast to 
this study, we did not evaluate diagnostic performance 
to differentiate between different Child-Pugh stages but 
examined histological subgroups. For a focused subgroup 
differentiation of patients without known liver disease 
and with mild fibrotic changes of the liver parenchyma 
(METAVIR F1), a diagnostic accuracy of 0.74 (AUCMultiparametric 
=0.84) was reached in our study. Identification of this 
subgroup may be considered of utmost importance as the 
likelihood of fibrosis reversibility is the highest.

Lastly, a major advantage of contrast-enhanced T1 
mapping in comparison to non-contrast T1 mapping is the 
independence of underlying magnetic field strength for 
the calculation of hepatobiliary phase hepatic gadolinium 
parenchymal concentrations and thresholds as reported in 
previous studies (27,28).

Our study had several limitations which have to be 
addressed. Primarily, it was a single center retrospective 
analysis with a relatively small study sample and different 
etiologies of liver cirrhosis. Secondarily, the relaxivity 
r1, which was fundamental for the calculation of hepatic 
Gd-EOB-DTPA concentrations, was chosen from the 
literature for blood plasma at 37 ℃, neglecting significant 
differences depending on the tissue, warming effects due 
to the MRI examination as well as the indoor climate and 
inhomogeneity of the B0 field (18,35). Therefore, effects 
of different scanners, warming during examination and 
the relaxivity of Gd-EOB-DTPA in hepatic tissue need 
to be investigated for future studies. The measurement 
of the hepatobiliary phase intrahepatic contrast agent 
concentration was performed about 15 minutes after 
contrast injection, which is within the hepatocyte phase 
(15,24,36), though identical delays in our study with 
resulting inter-patient differences could not be achieved 
due to the retrospective character of the study design. 
Further studies are needed to determine a correction factor 
and investigate the influence of the measurement time 
point. In addition, a comparison between the reduction 
rate and intrahepatic gadolinium concentration would be 
interesting in terms of diagnostic performance. Thirdly, 

due to the different respiratory positions in the T1 maps 
before and after contrast administration, the calculation 
of gadolinium concentrations is performed ROI-based 
and not voxel-wise. This limits the local information and 
necessitates the acquisition of more slices if necessary using 
breath-triggered gating. Last, a multiparametric approach 
using machine learning is always highly dependent on 
the choice of parameters used. We ultimately decided to 
use only image-based quantitative and non-quantitative 
parameters with the exception of patient age. Ultimately, 
the selection is arbitrary and the additional use of, for 
example, clinical parameters as input variables could lead 
to an improvement of the results. However, a disadvantage 
of these multiparametric analyses is that it is difficult to 
find causality for the results. For example, it is unclear 
why a multiparametric approach leads to an improvement 
in diagnostics. In the best case, this is due to a balanced 
selection of input parameters; in the worst case, it is due 
to differences in individual variables across (sub-)groups. 
We have tried to exclude this as best as possible and think 
that our additionally chosen input parameters are plausible. 
For example, the presence of ascites is definitely a known 
surrogate parameter for the (functional) severity of liver 
fibrosis. Optimally, this needs to be verified in much larger 
collectives and preferably a multicenter setting. 

Conclusions

In summary, quantification of hepatic Gd-EOB-DTPA 
concentrations might provide an additional surrogate 
parameter for the liver function and might improve 
detection of fibrotic changes in a multiparametric approach. 
In patients receiving hepatocyte-specific contrast agents, 
an improved detection of chronic liver diseases might be 
achieved. 
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